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The Sky Armour range of products was designed and engineered with lightweight 
comfort, function, and all-rounded protection in mind. Backed by years of expertise and 
research in fall protection, the X-lite series of fall protection aims to bring superior 
protection without the weight. The use of quality materials and excellent finishing 

makes Sky Armour’s fall protection products a cut above the rest. 

Soar freely. Soar with Sky Armour.

SKY ARMOUR
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SKY ARMOUR

The Sky Armour X-Lite Harness is engineered to keep 
the user safe without the weight.
 
Incredibly lightweight yet packed with features, it will 
keep the user safe, comfortable, and productive all day 
on the job. 

FULL-BODY HARNESS

X-LITE

COLOUR

SIZES AVAILABLE

WEIGHT

WEIGHT CAPACITY

RED & GRAY

L-XL

100kg

STANDARDS EN 361 (2002)

1101

1.2kg



X-LITE FULL-BODY HARNESS

Darkened D-ring 
Aluminium, lightweight, corrosion resistant
Front D-ring for climbing/ rescue
Dorsal D-ring for fall arrest

Premium Darkened Hardware

Alerts you when your harness has taken a fall / Impact Loaded
Twin Load Impact Indicators

X Reflective piping keeps you visible day and night  
Protected

Sub-pelvic strap for extended comfort
X EVA Back Support Pad- soft and flexible to conform to your body,
sweat wicking to keep you dry and comfortable

Ergonomic Design
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5 Point adjustment with pass through buckles to ensure the
ideal fit every time 

Customised-fit

Triangle Lanyard Holder- keeps you neat and tidy
Designed to work perfectly with the X-Lite Twin Shock Absorbing
Lanyard

Compatibility

SKY ARMOUR
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SKY ARMOUR
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The X-Lite Lanyard features a lightweight bungee cord that is designed to protect you from 
trips and entanglements from your lanyard. Thoughtfully designed, it features:

Auto-lock lightweight aluminium carabiner on one end ensures that you’re 
always secure and locked-in
Designed to expand and contract (1.8m-1.45m) to accommodate the user’s 
movements
The twin aluminium scaffold hooks provide for lightweight and ease, 
reducing fatigue on the user
The bungee cord allows for expansion and contraction, to ensure it is always 
neat and tidy, preventing it from becoming a trip hazard for the user

TWIN SHOCK ABSORBING LANYARD

X-LITE

COLOUR

DIMENSIONS

WEIGHT

WEIGHT CAPACITY

RED & GRAY

1.8m

1.12kg

100kg

STANDARDS EN 355 (2002)

Average fall arresting forces limited to 900lbs (4 kN)

1202
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SINGLE DROP TOOL LANYARD
WITH CARABINER

The Sky Armour Tool Lanyard ensures secure transportation of tools
during work so that users stay safe and productive while working at heights.
 
It is incredibly lightweight and certified to carry tools up to 10kg in combined weight. The Self-Locking Carabiner requires double actions to open, ensuring a secure 
connection. The risk of injuries from dropped tools is greatly reduced with the use of this tool lanyard. The lanyard body is engineered to provide superior shock 
absorption, slowing the tool gradually should a drop occur. 

SKY ARMOUR

TRAUMA STRAP

The Sky Armour Trauma Straps are an essential item that anyone working at height should be equipped with. 
These straps help relieve suspension trauma also known as Orthostatic Intolerance, which can happen in the 
event of a fall. It allows the user, who is suspended, to stand in up in their harness after a fall, relieving the 
pressure around the top of the legs.

Sky Armour Trauma Straps attach to almost any harness and have a compact and lightweight form that stays 
out of the way while working. 

Un-zip the 
pouches fitted 
on both sides of 
the harness

Hold the 2 
straps 
together

Connect the straps 
with each other 
making a loop with 
the help of easy to 
use buckle

Put your feet 
into the loop

Stand onto the 
loop, so that the 
thigh straps are 
free to move

Adjust the sit strap 
towards the front 
to release pressure 
and move into a 
seated posture.

STEPS TO USING SKY ARMOUR SUSPENSION TRAUMA STRAPS

COLOUR

DIMENSIONS

RED & BLACK

STRETCHED LENGTH: 120cm

WEIGHT

WEIGHT CAPACITY

98g STANDARDS ANSI/ ISEA 121-2018

12kg

COLOUR

DIMENSIONS

BLACK

UNIVERSAL

WEIGHT

WEIGHT CAPACITY

140g (one pair)

100kg
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1 Shipyard Road Singapore 628128
T
Email: enquiry@leedennox.com
Website: www.leedennox.com

66 2026

SKY ARMOUR

Seksyen 26, 40400 Shah Alam, Selangor
Lot 9, Jalan Api-Api 26/1,
 

Email: mysales@leeden.com.my
Website: www.leeden.com.my

Distributed by:

Hotline: (603) 5101 6888 | WhatsApp: +6012  8128088

Follow us on:




